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2. THE RESEARCH 

2. 1. The project of the dissertation 
 

One project of my dissertation deals with account of techniques for making of ceramics with 

a special aspect focusing on possibilities for using them in Visual education. The chosen project 

is based on techniques, but the selection focused on one off making, and easy reproduction. So 

the using of the pottery wheel or the mass production in factories do not belong to the project as 

all of these techniques can not be used beyond classrom conditions in public education and in 

higher ones. 

The dissertation deals with the question how the history of ceramics can be used in teaching 

of Object making and Enviromental culture, which periods can be selected from the history of 

ceramics, what kind of techniqual modifying and compromise must be applied in order not to be 

inconsistent with profession or the requirement of the rules of clay. My research focuses on the 

problem, how to surpass the education based on reproduction of samples in object making, how 
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to create a kind of education which teaches techniqual methods, developes skills, forms the 

students’ approach and what is more it demands spiritual efforts from the students in creative 

work. 

The technical knowledge of a period can never be separated from the culture which created the 

technique itself. Following this the second project of my dissertation deals with environmental 

culture. With examining the customs in drinking tea I inquire the European teapots and the Japanese 

teacup used in tea ceremony. With all of this I make an attempt at creating a possible model for 

teaching Environmental culture, beyond that frame we could enrich the view points of examining 

the objects for personal use. 

 

2.2. The aim of the dissertation 
The aim of the dissertation is to create a possible model for developing skills with applied 

art in visual education. The aim of the dissertation is to gather the techniques of making ceramics 

which are available for using in classroms. 

 

2.3. Reasons for choosing the project 
Why do I find important creative use of the history of making ceramics in visual education 

as a feasible model? 

• Using the various branches of applied art can create psychological situations of 

experience-like identifications with aesthetic rules of collective norms.
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• Dealing with hand-craft and applied art can create a possibility to see a higher expirience 

of identity.
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• It helps to develop the approaches of the students towards the direction of human values.
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• Creating something, the tangible production can cause selfconfidence, it raises the 

selfestimation. 

Following media pedagogy it is important to underline, that contrasted with the increased 

consumption implied by adverts we can live a life of full value with possession of much less 

objects. If somebody will go through the experience thet “after all I could make this even 

myself!” in that case he will be able manipulated much less by the advert dumping of consumer 

society. 

In our country the subjects of intellectual capacity hold a top post in the hierarchy of  

subjects and the so-called “subject of skill” as music, physical training, visual education and 

technique got the last position in the social judgement. By many people’s opinion art education 

represents the needless luxury in public education. At the same time we must not negligate the 

fact, that in the information societies the proportion of those people decreases who takes part in 

any kind of material forming physical work. With using computers high level theoretical culture 

accumulates while with the lack of direct experience for forming materials it becomes more and 

more typical to face the practical problems with helplessness, lack of education, and 

defencelessness. To increase the importance of making objects in visual education could 

compensate this one-sided tendency in information society. 

 

2.7. The fields of research 
Theoretical fields 

Besides studying the professional books I found it important to make a collection of slides 

about history of ceramics using it as an inspirational background in teaching. I solved the 

problem of gathering a collection with making reproductions by photos found in books and in the 

                                                           
1 Bálványos Huba  From the programme VMT 14. of Visual Educational Department 
2
 Bálványos Huba: op. cit. 

3
 Bálványos Huba: op. cit. 
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ceramic collections of museums. In addition to know and collect new ceramic techniques and 

decorations I considered important to study the original.(Hungarian Folk Art Museum, Budapest; 

Katona József Museum, Kecskemét; Victoria and Albert Museum, London; Museum of 

Mankind, London; British Museum, London) Among the gathering the pictures of ceramic 

historical background I went on with making documentations of the works of the students. 

Practical fields 

• I managed to transform the authentical methods for educational circumstances during my own 

work in my workshop. 

• I had lessons for making ceramics in the Teacher Training College, in the Teacher Training 

College for Handicapped, in day-care centre, in club of day-care centre, in kindergarten, in 

summer hand-craft camps, in the playing houses and in the Workshop of Games and Museum 

“Szórakaténusz”in Kecskemét) 

 

2.8. The results of researches 
I got the next results following the empirical parts and educational exercises of the researches. 

1. There are examples of the history of ceramics which can be used as an inspiration 

beyond classrom conditions. 

2. The history of ceramics can be used properly as a source material in teaching of 

Object making and Environmental culture  Technical adaptations can be transmitted 

with respecting for professional considerations and the property of clay. 

3. The selected methods for making ceramics can be applied to different age groups. 

4. We can always insure to include the object making into a culture in all cases with 

showing the instrumental function and communication of the object. 

5. The task is not simplified for just an object making as our main aim is to provide an 

integral whole in visual education. The connection with other types of visual 

communication can be proved in all cases of object makings.  

 

Using the history of ceramics made without a pottery wheel in object making 
In this part of may dissertation I was looking for the answer how to use the history of 

ceramics in the creating part of the lesson. I had followed the next points of view in the 

choosen examples from the history of ceramics, in the technical aspects or in the applying 

them for school circumstances: 

• The instrumental function of the object 

• The communication of the object (aesthetic aspects) 

• The communication of the object (technological aspects) 

• Analogies in different technologies 

o Using the methods of a handi craft or an applied art we can get much information 

with examining the similar methods of other crafts.With the help of researching for the 

technological analogies our repertoire of methods can grow with discovering the 

similarities in them. For example the stone pot making method with turning gave the 

idea to make a clay pot with the carving method (Raku tea pots); we can find the sawn 

pierced decoration in objects made of wood and horn sheet like materials as it can be 

found in the pierced covering of gothic half cylindric form tiles; the decoration of honey 

cake with sugar glaze slip is similar to slip decoration in pottery as we can find the 

marbling decoration with a broomcorn fibre in cake making and in pottery too ( the 

method was learnt from the Turks). 

o To show the analogy can be even a methodological question, for example to 

demonstrate the figure and ground problem in a horn pierced comb or a pierced back of 

a wooden chair from Nógrád can be useful before starting the task of making a half 

cylindric form tile with a pierced clay sheet as all of these examples can help to 
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understand only the visual problems but they can not be copied mechanically because of 

the other size of the picture area. 

• The project of the environmental culture linked with the object making 

At the chapters describing the particular object making I can mention only this aspect,  

as I should write separate lectures on this theme at each cases. Only at the second part of 

my dissertation I make an attempt at analysing an object combined with the 

environmental culture in detail at a special chapter titled The ceramic teapot and the 

Japanese teacup. 

 

The techniques of history of ceramics made without pottery wheel 
 

POT MAKING 
1. Pot making with building up method 

2. Pot making with carving method 

3. Pot making with using soft clay slabs 

4. Pot making with pieces joining 

5. Pot making with smearing the insides of biscuit forms 

6. Pot making with casting : pots for bonsai 

7. Figured pot making 

DECORATION 
Pattern designing 

• Form reduction in pattern designing 

• Patterns with animal, plant and geometrical forms 

• Making composition into the centre of a plate 

Techniques for decoration 

• Paper stencil decoration 

• Stamping decoration 

• Relief decoration 

• Slip decoration 

• Inlay decoration (calc-inlay) 

• Free-hand painting 

• Scratching 

• Polishing 

MAKING OTHER TYPES OF OBJECTS 
1. Tiles and reliefs 

2. Toys 

3. Simple musical instruments 

4. Jewellery 

5. Little buildings, models, constructions 

Using the history of ceramics in analysis of objects 

(Background material of a lesson of Environmental Culture 
In the second part of the dissertation I research the possibilities how the history of ceramics 

could be used on theorethical lessons (in analysing the works of  applied art). How could I use 

the history of ceramics in analysing objects on the lessons of environmental culture? To examine 

this project properly I had chosen pots of sorts from the European and Japanese ones connected 

to teadrinking. On closer examination I specialise on the teapot with spout in the European 

conventions and the Japanese teacup used in tea-ceremony. 

European tea-making and tea-drinking conventions 
The parts of the teapot: the container part of the pot, the spout, the handle, the lid  

History of ceramics focused on pots with spout, cans, pitchers, carafes 
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Japanese tea-making and tea-drinking conventions: the Raku teacup and what the teacup 

sould accomodate with 

The Raku technology with the eyes of foreign comtemporary ceramic artist 

The opinions of students about teapots projected with slideprojector 
To speak about any theme in more detail is not in the course of the abstract of the thesis so 

this time I just try to give the broad outlines about making of European teapot and Japanese 

teacup and I make a brief account for showing the differences between the teadrinking 

conventions of the two cultures. 

The European teapot 
� Making of them: in one off making the separate parts are made on pottery wheel and it 

is joined together in leather-hard condition in workshops 

In mass production: in factories the mass production is made with casting in more part 

plaster moulds 

� The teapot is the part of applied art: it is the civil ceremonial prop of changing infos  

� European aesthetic ideal: effort for having simmetry and harmony in the parts of the 

pot; harmony, intimacy, balance in form; effort for perfection in technology 

The Japanese chawan (teacup) 
� Making of them: in workshops the cup is made with pressing more or less, then the 

wall of it is carved to make it thinner, to get a texture the surface is filed down 

� The Japanese chawan belongs to grand art, it gives back the aesthetic ideals of Zen 

Buddhism on a high level, it is the embodiment of the taste, aesthetic sensitivity and 

spirit of Japanese nation  

� Japanese aesthetic ideal: asymmetrical balance created on masterly manner 

laying stress on spontaneous beauty coming into being accidentally 

beauty is hidden in the quiet, simple and imperfect objects 

the permanent using gives patina, which makes the object calm. and reserved 


